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ABSTRACT 
Relativized obliviousness is introduced to capture the intuitive idea, that some 
problems allow fastest computations which are more oblivious than do other problems, 
without any of such computations being oblivious in the standard sense. It is shown 
that each increase in the obliviousness of an algorithm (in several different well- 
defined meanings), for the solution of some problems, may necessarily require an in- 
crease in computation time from T(n) steps to T(n) log T(n) steps. There is, however, 
no problem for which a total oblivious algorithm requires more than order T(n) log T(n) 
steps, if the best algorithm for it runs in T(n) steps. We use on-line Turing machines 
as model of computation. 
i. INTRODUCTION 
An oblivious on-line Turing machine is one whose head movements are fixed func- 
tions of time, independent of the actual inputs to the machine. In this paper we in- 
troduce the notion of relativized obliviousness, to capture the nature of algorithms 
(and problems) which seem partly oblivious and partly not. The results show that a 
small difference in obliviousness between algorithms used for the solution of a given 
problem may incur an increase in running time which is as great as the penalty for 
using a completely oblivious algorithm. 
The concept of an oblivious algorithm is interesting for several reasons. Just 
as a machine model provides a certain formalization of the idea of an algorithm, so 
does the notion of an oblivious machine provide a certain formalization for the notion 
of an oblivious algorithm. Apparently, the concept was first introduced by PATERSON, 
M. FISCHER and MEYER [19743 to capture the notion of an algorithm being independent 
of the actual data. For instance, a table look-up by  sequential search can be prog- 
rammed obliviously (reading to the end-of-table after having found the looked-for 
item), while a binary search cannot be, since the number of items examined is small 
compared to the entire table and which items are examined depend on the item sought. 
Oblivious algorithms have been considered in a growing number of papers, since they 
allow us easier to derive lower bounds on time complexity of such computations, or 
time-space trade-offs, for concrete problems like sorting, searching, multiplication 
.) 
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of b inary numbers, matr ix  inversion and so on. (See the recent conference proceedings 
of e.g. FOCS and STOC meetings.) However, there are, for non-obl iv ious algorithms, 
very often but a few places in the computat ion where nonobl iv ious behaviour is re- 
quired; but  inbetween these places the computat ion proceeds obl iviously. Hence the 
machine performing the computat ion (and the nature of the problem it solves) is obl iv- 
ious to certain parts or aspects of the problem presented. In the sequel we select 
from the poss ib l i t ies  which suggest themselves, to make the idea of re lat iv ized (or 
partial) obl iv iousness concrete, the following: obl iv iousness relat ive to a subset 
w 
of E , where ~ is the input alphabet; obl iv iousness relat ive to a subset of E (through- 
out the input-str ing, in a sense to be defined); the degree k of nonobl iv iousness,  
where k is the least number of d is jo int  subsets in which ~ can be part i t ioned so that 
the computat ion proceeds obl iv ious relat ive to each such subalphabet; and f inal ly a 
f inite bound on the total  number of nonobl iv ious moves the machine can make during 
the process ing of the input. We indicate how these di f ferent notions of re lat iv ized 
obl iv iousness and degrees of nonobl iv iousness are re lated and derive the fol lowing 
main results. 
For each k > 1 there is language O k which can be recognized in real - t ime by a 
k-nonobl iv ious on-l ine Tur ing machine, but  for any k' < k the fastest on- l ine k'- 
nonobl iv ious T~ring machine recognizes O k in t ime 0(n log n). 
For each k > 0 there is a language N k which can be recognized in real - t ime by an 
on-l ine Tur ing machine which makes at most  k nonobl iv ious moves during the process ing 
of an input, but  for any k' < k the fastest on- l ine Tur ing machine making at most k' 
nonobl iv ious moves during the process ing of an input recogniz ing N uses time 0(n log n). 
This paper is an extended abstract of a pre l iminary investigation; complete 
proofs, addit ional  results as wel l  as just i f icat ion of the naturalness of the chosen 
concepts by i l lustrat ing them in re lat ion to some storage-retr ieval  problems wil l  be 
given in a f inal vers ion to appear elsewhere. 
2. RELATIVIZED OBLIVIOUSNESS 
We assume the reader to be famil iar  with the concepts of k-tape on- l ine deter- 
minist ic  Tur ing machines, real-t ime computat ions on such machines etc., as used by 
e .g .P .  FISHER, MEYER and ROSENBERG [19721. Recall, that such machines have a separate 
one-way read-only input tape, and a one-way wr i te-only  output tape, apart from the k 
storage tapes. This is the model  of computat ion we shall  use throughout the paper, 
and is intended by the unqual i f ied use of the term "Turing machine",  although the 
def in i t ions and results be low hold also for more sophist icated models such as mult i -  
head Tur ing machines with jumps. We say that a Tur ing machine is oblivious if the 
movement of head i at step t, i = 1,2, .... k when we talk about a k-tape machine, de- 
pends only on i and t, for each storage tape head i. Likewise, the movements of the 
input tape head and output tape head at step t depend on t only. One may think of 
the head movements as being contro l led by a second autonomous machine which has 
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storage tapes but no input or output tapes. In the introduct ion we ment ioned some 
grounds to ref ine the not ion of nonobl iv iousness by ident i fy ing large obl iv ious parts 
of a computat ion which is not obl iv ious altogether. Be low we def ine several concepts 
of re lat iv ized obl iviousness, and of measures of degrees of nonobl iv iousness,  all of 
which def in i t ions hold for each model  of computat ion for which obl iv iousness is de- 
fined. 
Let  ~ be a Tur ing machine with input a lphabet Z. By grouping together equal 
length input words, which cause M to execute ident ical  sequences of head movements 
(~aking into considerat ion the movements of the input tape head, the storage tape 
w 
heads, and the output tape head), ~4 induces an equivalence relat ion z~4 on Z . 
DEFINIT ION i. 
(i) s {A4 e. 
(ii) xa E~ yb, x,y e ~ and a,b ~ E, if x ~ y and ~4 makes exact ly the same sequence 
of head movements from shift ing its input tape head to a t i l l  just before it 
shifts its input tape head to the r ight of a, on an input word start ing with 
xa, as it does from shift ing its input tape head to b t i l l  just before it shifts 
its input tape head to the r ight  of b, on an input word start ing with yb. 
(iii) For  no x,y ~ E it holds that x .~4 y if not by (i)-(ii). 
It is easy to see that E~4 is an equivalence relat ion on E , and that it can only 
hold between equal length words. In this paper we consider on-line computat ions only. 
In def in ing a similar not ion for off-line computations, or to capture some more as- 
pects of re lat iv ized obl iv iousness of on- l ine computations, we may need to add the 
fo l lowing requirement to (ii): 
(*) x ---,, y iff for all z £ Z holds xz -11 yz. 
H 
This has the effect  of turning ~ into a r ight congruence relation, and means that if 
x H~4 y then the future head movements of ~ do not depend on whether ~4 f irst processes 
x or y. Our main results, however, do not  depend on whether or not restr ict ion (*) 
is inc luded in (ii), since they deal with the not ion introduced in def in i t ion 3 below, 
which essent ia l ly  is concerned with inf inite words, and therefore is invar iant under 
this restr ict ion. 
DEFINIT ION 2. A Tur ing machine ~4 with input a lphabet E is oblivious relative to W, 
w 
W ~ Z , if for al l  words x,y ~ W, Ixl = lyl, holds x ,~ y. For short we call  such an 
M: W-oblivious. 
DEFINIT ION 3. A Tur ing machine ~4 with input a lphabet E is oblivious relative to the 
alphabet A, A ~ Z, if 
w w 
(i) h is a homomorphism h: E ÷ ({~} u (~-A)) def ined by h(a) = ~ for all a e A 
and h(a) = a for all a c Z-A; 
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* h-lh(w) (ii) for al l  w E Z , ~ is -oblivious. 
For  short  we call  such an ~: A-alphabet-oblivious. 
Note that a lphabet-obl iv iousness is a weaker not ion than the corresponding monoid 
obl iviousness. Thus, if ~ is A-alphabet-obl iv ious,  then ~ is also A*-oblivious. But 
may very wel l  be A*-obl iv ious without  being also A-alphabet-obl iv ious for ~ c Z. 
We now relate the above def ined re lat iv ized obl iv iousness to the earl ier concepts. 
- M is obl iv ious iff ~4 is Z-alphabet-obl iv ious iff ~4 is E*-obl ivious, for Z the input 
a lphabet of M. 
- If {a} is a s ingleton subset of the input a lphabet of ~, then ~ is both {a}- 
a lphabet-obl iv ious and {a}e-obl ivious. 
- The input monoid Z can contain inf in i te ly many dist inct  subsets Wi, i c ~ ,  such 
that a given machine is W.-obl iv ious for each i e ~,  but  not W-obl iv ious for any 
1 
W c Z* such that W. c W for some i e i~. 
1 
- The input a lphabet Z can contain at most  #Z subalphabets A. such that a given 
1 
machine is a. -obl iv ious for each i, i ~ i ~ #~. This fact wi l l  form the basis for 
l 
measur ing degree of nonobl iv iousness below. 
DEFINIT ION 4. A Tur ing machine ~ wi th  input a lphabet Z has degree of nonobliviousness 
k, or is k-nonoblivious, if 
(i) E can be part i t ioned into k d is jo int  nonempty subsets al ,a2,. . . ,Ak, such that 
M is Ai -a lphabet-obl iv ious for each i, i ~ i ~ k; 
i i (ii) Z cannot be part i t ioned into k' < k d is jo int  nonempty subsets AI,A2,. . , ,A~,,  
such that ~ is A'.-alphabet-oblivious for all i, I -< i <- k'. 
1 
Hence every Tur ing machine M with input alphabet Z has a degree of nonobl iv ious-  
hess between i (~ is oblivious) and #~ (that is, M is total ly  nonobl iv ious).  P IPPENGER 
and M. F ISCHER [1979] showed that any mult i tape Tur ing machine can be s imulated on- 
l ine by an obl iv ious 2-tape Tur ing machine in time 0(n log n) for n steps. They showed 
that this result  cannot be improved in general,  since there is a language L which is 
recognized by a l-tape real - t ime Tur ing machine ~, and any obl iv ious Turing machine 
M' recogniz ing L must  use at least order n log n steps. B~low we ref ine this result  
by showing that it holds for arbitrary small d i f ferences in degree of nonobl iv iousness.  
(The time complexity expressed is the worst-case complexity.) 
THEOREM i. For each k > i there is a language O k which can be recognized in real-time 
by a Turing machine ~ which is k-nonoblivious; any k'-nonoblivious Turing machine 
recognizing O k has to use at least order n log n steps to do so in case k' < k. More- 
over, for each k' < k there are k'-nonoblivious Turing machine which recognize O k in 
time 0(n log n). 
k 
PROOF SKETCH. F i rst  we def ine O k . O k is over the alphabet Zk = U A i where A. = 
i=i l 
{ai, ai } for al l  i, I ~ i ~ k. 
O k is def ined in terms of a k-nonobl iv ious machine ~4k which recognizes it in real- 
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time using k stacks in which each cell may contain a 0 or a i. Init ial ize all k 
stacks to empty and the f inite control to the start state. Start reading, one symbol 
.. . At each step ~k processes the read input at a step, the input word sls2.. .s i .s n 
symbol as follows: (at the ith step Mk reads s i) 
(i) Say that the input symbol s i ~% reads at the i th step is in A. (i ~ i ~ n, 
3 
I S j ~ k), then this symbol s. is pushed on all stacks h, i ~ h < j and 
l 
j < h ~ k, as a 0 or a i subject to the fol lowing interpretation. The f irst 
symbol s I of the current input word sls2.. .s n is in this computat ion henceforth 
interpreted as a I, and its counterpart  in the subalphabet is hai ls from, say 
A~, is henceforth interpreted as 0. The f irst  symbol i~ k meets, subsequent to 
process ing s I in the process of recogniz ing sls2...Sn, which is unequal  to sl, 
say s £ A~,, is henceforth ihterpreted as a 0 whi le its counterpart  in A~, is 
interpreted as a i. For the remaining symbols in Ek-(A~uA~,) the unbarred symbols 
are interpreted as a 1 and the barred symbols as a 0. 
(ii) M k pops stack j. If the popped symbol was a 0 then ~ outputs a 0; if the popped 
symbol was a 1 then ~ outputs a i; if the stack is empty then ~k outputs a 0. 
The language O k consists of those words w ~ ~k' for which ~4k outputs a I when 
it processes the last symbol of w. 
CLAIM i. ~k is k-nonobl ivious, i.e., by the part i t ion of Zk into AI ,A2,. . . ,A k. 
CLAIM 2. O k is not recognized by any k ' -nonobl iv ious Tur ing machine with k' < k in 
time less than order n log n. 
PROOF SKETCH OF CLAIM 2. Assume that O k is recognized by a k ' -nonobl iv ious Turing 
machine i~ with k' < k. Then there is a part i t ion of Zk into dis joint nonempty sub- 
sets ~1,f2,.. . ,Fk, such that ~ is F.-alphabet-obliviousl for i = 1,2,...,k'. Since Z k 
contains 2k elements, there must be a su~set, say Fj (i ~ j ~ k'), which contains at 
least 3 dist inct letters, say sl, s 2 and s 3. Now change M into a machine M* recogniz ing 
O k N {sls2s3s3}{Sl ,S2,S3}* by checking for inclusion in S = {sls2s3s3}{sl ,s2,s3}* with 
the f inite control. Since k ~ 2, either two out of sl,s2,s 3 hai l  from the same sub- 
a lphabet A £ {All I ~ i s k} whi le the third comes from Z-A, or all 3 of sl ,s2,s 3 
come from dist inct  subalphabets A,A',A" E {Ail I < i ~ k}. Hence we can select two 
elements~ say sl,s 2, which represent a push I and push 0 respect ively on some stack 
in Mk' whi le  the remaining s 3 represents a pop from that stack. Since M is by assump- 
t ion {sl ,s2,s3}-alphabet-obl iv ious , on the input ensemble {sl,s2, s3}* its head move- 
ments are independent of the received input symbols, but according to the pushing 
and popping regime of sl,s 2 and s 3 it receives, it must  store and retr ieve informa- 
t ion in an arbitrary and continuous manner. Us ing an elegant counting argument intro- 
duced by COOK and AANDERAA [19691, cal led an overlap argument, appl icable to computa- 
tions where heavy use is made cont inuously of previously read-in information, we can 
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prove that M*, and hence M, must spend at least order n log n steps on inputs of 
length n in S. 
END of Proof sketch of Cla im 2. 
Since P IPPENGER and F ISCHER [19791 showed that each on-l ine Tur ing machine can 
be simulated on-l ine by a 2-tape obl iv ious Tur ing machine in t ime 0(n log n), their 
result  proves the last sentence of Theorem I; and Claims 1 and 2 prove the f i rst  
sentence. 
The reader wi l l  not ice that we actual ly  showed that no k ' -nonobl iv ious Tur ing 
machine can on-l ine simulate certain aspects of k pushdown stores in less than order 
n log n t ime for k' < k. The whole result  is perhaps more elegant ly worded in terms 
of transducers or abstract  storage units instead of on- l ine language recognizers.  
It would then read something like: 
" There is an abstract  storage unit  consist ing of k pushdown stores with a restr icted 
set of possible commands, viz., pop stack j and push all other stacks (i ~ j ~ k), 
which is k-nonobl ivious. Each k ' -nonobl iv ious abstract storage unit  (Turing machine-  
like) which simulates it on- l ine must  use at least order n log n t ime to do so in 
case k' < k " 
COROLLARY 2. For each k > i and each i (i ~ i < k) there is a k-nonoblivious Turing 
machine such that any (k-i)-nonoblivious Turing machine simulating it on-line must 
use at least order n log n steps for n steps of the former. 
\ 
COROLLARY 3. Let T(n) be any time bound n ~ T(n) = o(n log n) (f = o(g) means 
l im f(n) = 0). The class of languages recognized in DTIME(T(n)), by multitape on-line 
n-~= g (n) 
Turing machines, contains an infinite proper hierarchy of language families, according 
to increasing degree of nonobliviousness of the fastest Turing machines accepting them. 
Another measure of degree of nonobl iv iousness is  formed by bounds on the number 
of nonobl iv ious moves a machine is a l lowed to make dur ing a computation. We may think 
of a machine which keeps count of the number of nonobl iv ious moves it makes, and, 
when that count exceeds a certain threshold, becomes oblivious. This measure of degree 
of nonobl iv iousness,  although total ly d i f ferent  from the preceding one, yields analog 
results, as shown below. One might  therefore conjecture that such results hold for 
each (or many) meaningful  measures of degree of nonobl iv iousness.  
THEOREM 4. FO~ eadh integer k ~ I there is a language N k which can be recognized by 
a k-tape real-time Turing machine N k which makes k or less nonoblivious moves during 
each computation; any Turing machine which expends at most k-I nonoblivious moves 
during each computation and recognizes N k has to use at least order n log n time. 
Moreover, there is an oblivious Turing machine recognizing N k in time 0(n log n). 
PROOF SKETCH. We f irst def ine N k over the alphabet {0,1,2}. 
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N consists of all str ings xay2za such that a e {0,i}, xy 6 {0,i,2}*, z E {0,i}* and 
k 
the fo l lowing 2 condit ions hold: 
(i) The letter 2 appears in xay2 at most  k times. 
(ii) The length of z is equal to the length of y minus the number of occurrences of 
the letter 2 in y. 
N k is def ined as follows: 
Nk records the incoming b i t -s t ream on all of its k stacks unt i l  the f i rst  2 
arrives. Then on the f irst stack ~k starts to pop and compare the popped symbol 
against  the incoming symbol. If they are equal ~k outputs I otherwise 0. If the stack 
is empty N k outputs 0. Meanwhile,  on all remaining stacks ~k cont inues to push the 
incoming bits. When the second 2 arr ives ~k starts s imi lar ly popping the second stack 
and comparing the popped symbol against the incoming symbol; meanwhi le  ignoring stack 
i and cont inueing the head movement there, and push ing  all incoming bits on stacks 3 
3 rd k th to k. And so on, for the to arr iv ing letter 2. Therefore, Nk need make at 
most  k nonobl iv ious moves in its computation, since it always rejects when it has 
seen k+l letters 2. 
The fact that the recognit ion of N k by a Tur ing machine spending at most  k-1 
nonobl iv ious moves during its computat ion takes at least n log n steps is proven by 
induct ion on k. For k = i the theorem can be proved by applying an overlap argument 
similar to the one hinted at in the proof  sketch of the previous theorem. For 
k = j > i we can show that we can reduce the problem either to the truth of the theo- 
rem for k = i or the truth of the theorem for the case k = j-l, both of which are 
true by induct ion assumption. The last sentence of the theorem fol lows as before. 
Because of the above Theorem 4, Corol lar ies 2 and 3 also hold with the concept 
of "k-nonobl iv iousness" replaced by "number of nonobl iv ious steps k" for each k. By 
the nature of the concept of k-nonobl iv iousness,  a language over a f inite a lphabet 
cannot be inherent ly ~-nonobl iv ious.  However, no such natural  restr ict ion holds for 
the measure of the number of nonobl iv ious steps in a computation. 
THEOREM 5. There is a language N which is recognizable by a real - t ime Tur ing machine 
but which, for  each T(n) = o(n log n), n ~ T(n), cannot be recognized by a T(n)-t ime 
bounded Tur ing machine with a f inite bound on the number of  nonobl iv ious steps it may 
make dur ing a computation. However, N can be recognized by an obl iv ious Tur ing ma- 
chine in time 0(n log n). 
PROOF S~ETCH. Def ine N as N k wi thout  restr ict ion (i), i.e., there is no restr ict ion 
on the number of t imes 2 may appear in the xay-part  of a word. It is easy to see 
that N can be recognized by a mul t ihead real-t ime Tur ing machine with head-to-head 
jumps; SAVITCH and VITANYI  [19773. KOSARAJU [19793 has shown that these devices can 
be s imulated on- l ine in real - t ime by mult i tape Tur ing machines. Hence N is recogniz-  
able by a real - t ime Tur ing machine. By P IPPENGER and FISCHER's [19793 result  it is 
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recognizable by an 0(n log n) t ime bounded obl iv ious Turing machine. Since U Nk= N, 
k=1 
it fol lows from Theorem 4 that any Tur ing machine which is a l lowed but a f in itely 
bounded number of nonobl iv ious steps, need use at least order n log n time to recog- 
nize N. 
Since N is 2-nonobl iv ious for each k, and also N is 2-nonoblivious, we have 
k 
that already each class of languages recognized by 2-nonobl iv ious Tur ing machines in 
time T(n) = o(n log n), T(n) Z n, contains a whole inf inite h ierarchy as discussed, 
with respect  the number of al lowed nonobl iv ious steps, of T(n) - t ime-bounded Tur ing 
machine accepted language classes. 
Yet another measure of bounded nonobl iv iousness to bound the number of non- 
obl iv ious steps as a funct ion f(n) of the input length n. 
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